CAMERA CUBE SMEDIUM

FEATURES

know your Cube

- pro tips!
Removable padding and tuck-away cover: Removable padding in the cover flap reduces bulk when stored open for quick access (perfect when cubes are packed in your bag).

- Carry your Cube: Hidden attachment points for Peak Design Anchors & Straps (sold separately).

ORGANIZATION

FlexFold™ dividers
Organize and protect your gear with our origami-inspired dividers.

- Specialized dividers (included with all sizes except Extra Small)
Shelf FlexFold™ dividers allow for additional organization and carry options.

- Floating Pockets provide stretchy storage for filters, batteries, chargers

- Shelves

ECOSYSTEM

Peak Design Bags + Cubes
Peak Design Camera Cubes are designed to fit perfectly in Peak Design bags made for travel and adventure.

- The Smedium size Cube is the only size that does NOT have side access compatibility with any Peak Design bag.

- Pro tips!

- Example load-outs

- C-Clips
Mount camera cubes to compatible Peak Design bags for seamless integration.

- pro tips!

- more info

- MORE DETAILS ABOUT THE CAMERA CUBE SMEDIUM